[Thermostability of DNA and its connection with the glassing process].
Using differential scanning calorimetry, the thermal denaturation of calf thymus DNA with different content of water (from 12 to 92%) was investigated. Dependences of melting temperature and enthalpy on the biopolymer hydration degree were established. Within the range of water concentrations from 92 to 50% the values of thermodynamic parameters of denaturation were obtained being in good agreement with the published data. Besides, a calorimetric manifestation of renaturation process at different cooling conditions after denaturation was studied. Special attention was paid to thermal properties of denatured and native DNA in the samples containing only the bound water. The temperature dependence of heat capacity in the denatured samples, which have completely lost their renaturation ability due to the proper thermal treatment, demonstrated a characteristic jump of thermal capacity. The value of this jump has been determined to be equal to 1.0 cal/g. degree C, related to dry weight, and almost not dependent on humidity. Temperature position of the jump (Tg) depends on the content of water which serves as a plasticizer. It is shown that the observed anomaly demonstrates all the properties characteristic of vitrification process in synthetic polymers and proteins. General similarity of thermal properties of the samples of native DNA, containing only the bound water, with those of denatured DNA also indicates a transition from the glassy into the rabber-like state. A possibility of existence of both native and denatured DNA in the glassy state at room temperature for the samples with low humidity (about 25%) has been demonstrated experimentally. It can be suggested that the formation of glassy state at dehydration of native DNA ensures its thermostability and the ability of restoration of its functional properties at a subsequent dehydration.